Condition monitoring, AI-driven predictive failure analysis, engineered solutions, and high-quality parts and service in one comprehensive package. With typical payback within 1 year based on ROI calculations.

Customers find reductions in:
- Cost of materials
- Cost of lost production
- Cost of labor
- Cost of field servicing/transport
A Partnership that Solves Real Problems

- Replace valves only when you actually have to
- Install the right consumables for your application
- Reduce lubrication costs and extend life of valve and wear products
- Get early warning of impending failures for faster repairs
- Extend time between scheduled outages with asset integrity information
- Mitigates environmental impact by reducing failures and emissions

Guaranteed to Improve off Baseline

- Health of assets
- Economics
- Process conditions
- Existing analytics and instrumentation

How the Windrock CPI Solution Works

Windrock MD & Enterprise: Monitor, Predict & Analyze

- Predictive analytics
- Operational intelligence
- Predictive advisories

Compressor Engineered Solutions

- Tailored components for your compressor
- Improved quality parts
- Increased compressor uptime

Consumables are the 2nd highest cost of operations

1-2% Chance per year per asset of major failure with est. cost of $300K

www.CPIcompression.com